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Filling

Gambier, Ohio, April

The Breach

Five New Appointments
the annual breech left replace Professor Lindstrom, who
Kenyon's academic walls by will take a leave of absence next

To fill
in

Journal of Student Opinion

sabbaticals, leaves, and resigna- year. A Phi Beta Kappa from
tions, five new faculty members Kenyon in 1954, Mr. Ryeburn also
will be employed here next fall. taught here in 1956-5He was
expected to receive his Ph.D. last
Coming to Kenyon as an inmonth from Ohio State.
structor of philosophy will be
Cyrus W. Banning, who is now
IVY LEAGUE DESERTER
Felon a Rackham
Defecting from the Ivy League
lowship at the U. of Michigan. to teach at Kenyon will be AsMr. Banning, 29, will replace Pro- sistant Professor of History Charfessor Aldrich, who will be on les L. Hamilton, 34, now teaching
sabbatical next year. Mr. Banning at Dartmouth.
His education indid undergraduate work at Har- cludes undergraduate work at
vard and took his M.A. at Mich- Hendrix College, from where a
igan.
Rhodes scholarship brought him
to Oxford for another B.A. His
"A REAL CATCH"
Ph.D is from Cornell.
Associate Professor of English
Ronald Berman, 31, will join the
Dipping into the domain of the
Kenyon faculty as a replacement Little Three, Kenyon has confor the departing Mr. Kreutz. Mr. tracted William C. Blight, now in
Berman also took his A.B. from his fourth year as Assistant ProHarvard and graduated to Yale fessor of Biology at Williams Colfor doctoral study. There he held lege. Mr. Blight took his A.B.
a Yale fellowship,
the Lang from Southwest Missouri State
travelling
fellowship
and the College and a Ph.D. from WashRoberts fellowship in the Human- ington U. Mr. Blight has also
ities. He is presently a member been published.
of the Columbia U. faculty and
CONGRATULATIONS AND
is reported to be highly prolific
in his special field, Shakespeare
REGRETS
and the 17th century literature.
The Collegian sincerely regrets
on
His articles and reviews
that deadline pressure has proShakespeare have been widely
hibited coverage of the film
"Operation
Correction"
and
published. Termed a "real catch"
accomProfessor Burnham's
by Professor Denham Sutcliffe, he
panying lecture. It congratuis hoped to be a permanent regroup
lates the student-facultplacement.
that cooperated in bringing the
film to Kenyon, and
Currently enrolled as an inthat its
columns remain open for
structor in the Department of
the expression of all shades of
Mathematics at Ohio State Uniopinion. The Editors.
versity, David Ryeburn, 26, will
7.
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y
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Richmond, Steen Win Danforths
While Three Receive Wilsons
by John Ross
2
competition for graduate study
Partial results of the
awards, recently released by Professor Robert O. Fink, chairman
of the Committee on Prizes and Graduate Fellowships, proved
somewhat disappointing.
"We've done better in past years," declared Professor Fink, referring in particular to the number of
Kenyon men who received Woodrow Wilson graduate fellowships
this year. Those securing the award were Charles E. Albers,
economics; Richard D. Spero, political science; and Trygve P. Steen,
biology. Granted honorable mention in the competition were James
G. Carr and Douglass B. Hill, Jr., English; Samuel A. Richmond,
philosophy; and Bruce A. Rogers, psychology.
The Woodrow Wilson fellowship covers the recipient's ex- tendency, he observed bleakly, "I
penses for one year of graduate think this is probably a definite
study in this country and states trend, and although I'm not disits purpose as being "to encour- paraging the sciences, it is vitally
age promising students to enter important for us to keep the
graduate work in order to pre- balance between them and the
pare for college teaching." On a humanities."
national basis, Wilsons were preRICHMOND, STEEN GET
sented to an average of one out
DANFORTHS
every 10 minutes.
Thee Kenyon men out of a field of 15
More optistically, however, this
nominated obtained fellowships year, and indeed for the first time
this year, and although this is in Kenyon's
history, two
twice the national average, Pro- men recieved Danforth graduate
fessor Fink revealed that this felloships. they were Samuel A.
year's showing has been bettered Richmond,
philosophy;
and
in the past. Mentioning that the Trygve P. Steen, biology. This
number of men qualified to re- award pays the grantee's tuition
ceive this . award appears to be and reasonable expenses at an acgrowing smaller, he remarked, credited university in the United
"it's a cause for concern, and may States. It is given for one year
be due to the fact that majors in to men who intend to persue a
the humanities seem to be de- college teaching career, with the
creasing." (The Wilson Founda- expectation that the grant will be
tion requires applicants for grants renewed until the course of gradin the sciences to apply to the uate study has been completed.
National Science Foundation as Mr. Richmond is also contending
well, and to reject the Wilson if for a Fulbright Fellowship.
The
given NSF awards).
final results are as yet unanWhen asked about the long-ter- nounced.
aspects of this disturbing
(Cont. on page 8, Col. 6)
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KEY REFORMS PASSED BY COUNCIL;

FINGER, SUGDEN NEW OFFICERS
Edwards Cites Need
For Further Change
While congratulating the backers of the recent constitutional
amendment passed unanimously
by the Student Council for their
"very sincere interest," Dean of
Students Thomas J. Edwards suggested that the measure be regarded as only temporary.
IT'S AN AUTOCRACY
The amendments, commented
Edwards, have not "come to
grasp" with basic problems of
Student Government here, he insisted.
Student government is
"not an entity" itself, declared the
Newly elected Chairman Finger, Secretary Sugden and Treasurer
Dean, adding that any college is Goldman enjoy
briefing.
ruled "in an autocratic sense . . .
by Fred Berger
from the top down."
To lesson student participation
As Student Council undertook in the election and work of the
Of the three component parties
Student Council, said the Dean,
in campus life, students, faculty, last week to hold a recent pro- "is to negate the very nature of
posal
on
amendconstitutional
and administration, the latter is
student government." Only few
"most powerful," Edwards feels. ments into a form that would seemed to agree with him. Dave
At present the Dean sees a very satisfy all members, the debate Shevitz had argued that the stulittle entwining on a working that ensued went an hour beyond dent proposal "could deepen student apathy" by letting the stuorder" between the three parties, midnight and thereby became the dent body reject legislation but
longest
meeting
history
of
in the
each occupying its own fenced-i- n
not permitting it to propose new
backyard.
Rather than "just a the Council.
action.
student government gathered off
The net result of the debate
The majority of the Council, on
by itself," Edwards would like to was a carefully edited proposal
the other hand, felt that "student
see faculty, administration, and to amend the present constitution assembly will simply not work,
students united on a new plan to on the following basic points: The and the main purpose of the proconsider common problems for offices of Council Chairman and posal is to make it possible to
carry out the processes of student
the good of the College."
Assembly President will be fused government."
There were a few
Edwards promised the presen- into the single post of Council who insisted that "for the present
tation of a plan for the reorgani- President; this officer will be it is necessary that the ammend-ment- s
tend to be undemocratic,
zation of the Student Government elected by the Council from a
simply because there isn't enough
by
list
of
candidates
nominated
in the near future. As we went
members of the Council and peti- student interest in the governto press the relationship between tions from interested students. ment."
On the whole it was
students, faculty and administra- Furthermore, the Student Assem- thought that "the student-bod- y
tion in any tripartite body that bly has the power to reject or in- can't be expected to rise up automight be established remained validate any action taken by matically," and an immediate conundefined, as did the chances of Student Council. The Council it- stitutional change was therefore
the plan's acceptance by the cur- self will be made more widely deemed necessary.
representative by three
rent Student Council.
Comments on the specific proand a representaposal of the Dean were posttive for unaffiliated students.
poned to a future meeting, when
Found
A slightly modified form of the a detailed study will be made of
original proposal made by Mr. it.
y
comScarlet of the SC
by Steve Weissman
The need for some sort of
mittee was passed by a unanidirect and close exchange beThose among the large crowd mous vote.
tween the Student Council and
that hoped to hear "an interpre"No one can say that it is a
Administration was exemplitation of history" from Professor solution to all the problems, but the
by a suggestion from Presified
Garrett Mattingly Monday even- it is a step in the right direction."
Lund to modify the memdent
Those Thus spoke Tom Price, of the proing were disappointed.
bership
of the existing Publicawho gathered to hear a clever posal he had helped develop, but
(remember in the
Board
tions
restatement of the cliches of the Administration disagreed.
with the recent HIKA
connection
suitwere
academic historicism
Dean Edwards, who had previous- affair); the suggestion was unably rewarded.
ly criticized the proposal on the qualifiedly rejected by the CounThe lecture began with a brief grounds that it weakened the cil. It was past midnight when
summary of four various philoso- democracy of student government, the election of new Council offphies of history characterized by now presented his own plan. icers finally took place. The vote
Mattingly
as the Providential Briefly, it would constitute a resulted in a narrow victory for
view, the
view, body of representatives equally Tom Finger (Delta Tau Delta) for
the Cyclical view, and the En- distributed among the faculty, ad- Chairman, and Sam Sugden (Midvironmental view. Perhaps nec- ministration and student body. dle Kenyon) for Secretary. A
essarily, the descriptions
were Such a body, he said, would con- special appointment with the approblems, proval of Council put Robert
scanty and the categories loose. sider all campus-wid- e
The category Cyclic history, for and in so doing bring together Goldman, Collegian business manexample, included not only the the three groups that have hither- ager, in charge of the Council
to been isolated from one an- funds.
primitive and basically
viewpoint of nature cycle other, each acting independently
The new Chairman began by
history, but Arnold Toynbee as of the other. The Dean thought
to all students of the
announcing
of
exchange
necessary
an
that
it
well. Distressingly,
there was
on the
little attempt seriously to com- ideas among these groups during College that a referendumwill
be
amendment
proposed
prolegislative
of
formation
the
pare or to evaluate any of the
posals be promoted with a joint held this Sunday and Monday,
categories.
council of the kind he envisioned. April 22 and 23.
(Cont. on page 6, Col. 1)
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Kenyon Collegian
Since 1856
A

Editor
Associate Editor 1
Sports Editor
Contributing Editor
News Editor
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Photography Editor
Photography Staff
Exchange Editor
Cartoonist

1

BI-WEEK-

LY

Stephen C. Herbst
P- Frederick Kluge
Tom Black
Fred Berger
Jhn Camper
Robert Goldman
Barry Mankowitz
Jeff Gold
Stan Friedman
Martin Goldman, Cal Ellis, Salim Lone, Jim Carr
Robert Kass
-

Mike Chapell
News Staff: Dave Colley, Dave Hackworth, Joe Moore, Richard Passoth, Fred
Rogge, Ed McCampbell.
Feature Staff: Kipp Barksdale, Fred Berger, Bob Feinglass, Barry Gorden,
Mark Houser, Perrin Radley, Jeff Tullman.
Sports Staff: Bob McFarland, Charles Lynch.

Jockular Matter?

A

Editors Wanted
Applications for next year's
editorships of all Kenyon student
publications, as well as the managership of WKCO, must be subSutcliffe,
to Denham
mitted
Chairman of the Publications
Board, by Friday, April 27, it was
recently announced. Applicants
are requested to include "a suc-cistatement of plans" in their
letters.
Applicants will be interviewed
by the Publications Board in
South Ascension 31 on Wednesday, May 2. They will be notified
in advance of the time of their
appearance.

nt

Proctors Wanted

Mr. Rosenstiel Does Not Quite
Agree With Our Mr. Black
should like, in this letter, to
call to question some of the state
ments made by Tom Black in his
last column of Lord's Corner.
Since his article seems, at least
in part, to be prompted by an
earlier letter to the editor from
Sam Richmond, I shall consider
several of Mr. Richmond's comments also.
The important issue seems to
be whether or not the college is
impeding its academic progress
of athby an
letics, resulting in good teams and
poor students. Before embarking
upon a discussion of this question,
I should like to list and comment
upon a number of the simple, but
completely inexcusable, errors in
fact which Mr. Black has committed in his article.
I

over-consciousne-

Experiment

ss

At least four freshmen dormiAn
tory proctorships will be availNext week the Collegian will attempt what it regards as able to undergraduates next year,
one of the most important experiments ever undertaken Dean of Students Thomas J.
The
here. The editors have cautiously prepared a questionnaire Edwards recently declared.
awarded by a comproctorships,
on which all students will be asked to evaluate the faculty
mittee including Dean Edwards,
generally, and, for juniors and seniors, their major depart- Mr. Kushan, and Professor Baker,
ment specifically. Students will be asked to list, among provide recipients with free
other things, the five best and the five worst courses they single rooms.
have had at Kenyon College. In cases where the course is Letters of application, due on
MOTIVES?
taught in more than one section, they are asked to name May 9, should make mention of 1. ) The new football field is not
well as
their teacher. A variety of other questions pointed but never any past experience, inas the
100' x 50' as Mr. Black stated,
posifor
reasons
interest
loaded, on fraternities, tests, papers, and social life at Kenyon tion.
but rather 500' x 275' of usable,
level ground. It is the first propare also included.
oQOOOOOOOQOoooooaooooooo
erly built field in Kenyon's hisof
re
a
use
as
the
The editors plan
tastful and effective
tory. It cost the college nothing,
sults as is possible. They feel that at a time when Kenyon A
being the result of a contribution
is so intensely involved in self study, and when so much deby the same man who spearsire for academic excellence has been registered, the quality To the Editor:
headed the drive for the library.
In the March 16 issue of the Mr. McBride's motives for this
of Kenyon's faculty and of the College generally cannot but
be of great concern. We feel that students are as interested Collegian, Tom Black has written gift surely stand beyond reproach
on athletics at Kenyon
at least by Tom Black.
all an article provoked
as others about these matters, that they are qualified
immediate rethat has
of them
to express their opinion in these areas, and have actions, both pro and con through2. ) Mr. Black's comment about
a right to do so.
out the concerned circles of the Kenyon's "all of a sudden" havWe observe that Yale and Harvard newspapers have con- student body. One frequently ing the "best of athletic facilities"
incredible. Kenyon's sport and
ducted such evaluations for years, and that the academic voiced misinterpretation of it isrecreation
facilities even with the
Such
as
it
describes
quality of those institutions has not, to our knowledge, criticism is not altogether valid, present improvements are
n
suffered as a result. We have the same faith in Kenyon, and for Mr. Black does not advocate
by athletes and coaches
do not expect its destruction by the preparation of this survey stifling the tradition of interschol-asti- c alike as the worst in the conathletics, but merely reap- ference.
and open publication of its results.
The Collegian does not attempt to usurp power from the praising the current trends and
3. ) The reference to "the two
taking
self-stud- y
program, faculty, administration, or any other developments that are now departplatoon system in vogue nowaplace within the athletic
quarter. What it is doing will, we are confident be of interest ment of a small college that has days" is inane. The two platoon
system was ruled out of NCAA
and service to the College as a whole.
pressing financial needs.
football following the 1954 season
is
College
currently
Kenyon
and has yet to be reinstated durWhy'dja
That?
going through a period of radical ing the past seven years.
Letters to the editor appearing in this, as in other issues of the growth and change. This year saw
Collegian may again have raised the question in many quarters: increases in both the faculty and
CAN HE READ?
"Why did you print this?" We feel that Kenyon College ought to student body, and forthcoming
4. ) Is it possible that Mr. Black
be strong enough to sustain any sort of criticism: sensitive enough years are apt to see more of the
to act on it if appropriate;
articulate enough to correct it if same. Yet, the College has diffi- cannot even read a schedule? According to him, Kenyon plays
necessary.
culty equipping the new buildings
U. in football next year.
Akron
Incidentally, we have observed the predominance of two trains that it builds, and continues to
of thought in the letters we have received: both the schools of lose teachers that are lured by the There is no such game scheduled.
Baldwin-Wallace
an Ohio
caustic execration and passive adulation for the status quo have increased facilities, salaries, and He calls
Conference
powerhouse in footreceived ample representation in our columns. Both will continue lighter course loads of other posito. Both, we hope, will merit appropriate attention and correction. tions. In light of these problems, ball; they have not played a single
S.C.H., P.F.K. College would be wise to be cri- game since 1949 as a member of
that conference.
tical of how it spends its limited
resources.
5. ) Mr. Black next comments
Kenyon is the smallest school
that
Mr. Black attacks the physical
in the league. A conference pub
education requirement, something

Misinterpretation

anti-athleti- c.

well-know-

Print

Lichtenberger Audience Found
Alien, Attentive, and Unsmiling

To the Editor,
A large crowd,

alien to the phraseology were referred to ofKenyon campus, attended what ten enough to give the impression
was publicized as a lecture de- of an attentive and unsmiling
livered by the Right Reverend audience captivated by demigods.
Arthur Lichtenberger, presiding
Each speaker was alloted seven
Bishop of the Protestant Episco- minutes in which he was to relate
pal Church. However, the lec- to the audience the achievements
ture was transformed into four of his department in the last fifuninspiring addresses given by teen years. Void of the intellecclerical representatives of the tual capabilities characteristics of
National Council of the Episcopal many of the Episcopal Clergy, the
Bishop Lichtenberger addresses briefly counted up, in
Church.
figured nowhere in the discourses a rather complacent manner, the
except as
The striking gains. The distinguishsubject of the four speakers was ing quality of the speeches was
the rather trite and mediocre drab monotone spiced up by intheme of thanking God for the termittent,
jokes.
things He has done for the
It is rather unfortunate that the
Church in the past fifteen years.
The purpose of the visit and ad- audience did not hear more from
He predresses by members of the Epis- Bishop Lichtenberger.
copal hierarchy was to impart to sented himself, in what little
the Bexley community the work chance he had, as enlightened and
Had he not been
of the National
Council. Although the speakers did give a stifled by the program, the evensummary of their department's ing might have been entertaining
responsibilities and achievements, and worthwhile.
David Colley
trite religious expressions and
quasi-moderat-

or.

not-to-fun-

well-spoke-

n.

that is regarded as little more
unproductive,
than uninspired,
regimented drudgery by a substantial portion of the student
body. He also criticizes athletic
grants-in-ai- d
(usually given to
sustain or bolster Kenyon's reputation in a particular sport), but
who is actually proud of this
Kenyon has not yet
practice?
reached the stage where it would
brag about the enrollment of a
high school
ball player
in the same manner that it expresses its pride in the enrollment
of a Merit Scholar winner, and I
hope that this continues to be
the case.
All-Sta-

te

ny

Mr. Black may sometimes be
criticized for some of his points
in the article, but the last sentence, ' "First things first," remember?' is indicative of the general tone and message. Athletics
are important, but we must be
careful not to let them interfere
with more important considerations.
James W. Monell

20, 1962

lication (available to all sports
editors) reveals that four schools
are smaller in male enrollment
than Kenyon. These are, Hiram
(350), Otterbein (475), Mt. Union
(520), and Heidelberg (563). At
the start of the school year Kenyon had an enrollment of 573.
Four other colleges have an enrollment of less than 700. From
this, it can be presumed that size
is not a factor necessitating immediate withdrawal from the conference.
ATHLETE MILLS
6.) Mr. Black

envisions prize
scholars as being frightened away
from Gambier by an imaginary

athletic reputation. Perhaps such
an athletic reputation is the reason for the obvious academic incompetence of such athlete-mill- s
as Harvard, Yale and Princeton,
as well as Williams, Amherst,
Dartmouth, and lacrosse-powerhouOberlin.
se

Equally as creditable as this imposing array of "facts" are Mr.
Black's opinions. Is it true that
the college is emphasizing sports
to the point of neglecting its
academic program?
What evidence is there to support such a
claim? Should some or all sports
be dropped and less money allo(A quick
cated for athletics?
glance at the general physical
condition of Kenyon students is
sufficient to dispense with Mr.
Black's other notion of doing away
with the "ridiculous" physical education requirement.)
REFERENCES?
All the information available
from the Dean of Students, the
Athletic Director, and the Admissions Department strongly indicates that no evidence exists
supporting Mr. Black's contentions.
Admissions Department records
reveal a continual yearly improvement of classment of class standing and test scores of students
entering Kenyon. In 1958, the
year of entry of the present senior
class, 75
from public schools
were in the upper quarter of their
graduating class. Twenty-seve- n
per-cefrom private schools were
in the upper quarter. In 1961, the
respective percentages
had increased to 81 and 47. In 1954 the
average verbal score on the College Board examination was 520
(math was 530); in 1958 the average had increased to 570 (math
582), and in 1961 the average
617).
verbal was 591 (Math
nt

(Cont. on page

8,

Col.

1)

Alumnus Congratulates Lund

On

Best Cliches Since Eisenhower
To the Editor:

am writing you as a member
of the Society for the Preservation of Glittering Cliches. My
society (a burgeoning one in a
burgeoning field in a bigger and
better America), has a solid pat
on the back to administer to
Kenyon College.
Although we do not want to
stir up a tempest in a teapot by
whipping a dead horse, we would
like to inform you of our interest
in your recent controversy over
your literary magazine, Hika. (It
seems a shame it isn't named
Quill, or Word, or something more
generally acceptable).
We were
struck and dazzled by a felicitous
phrase which caught our eye and
made our heart leap into our
throat.
The phrase, no doubt
written in high dudgeon, is "be
I

smirch the fair name of Kenyon
College." We don't mind telling
you that we think it's number
one, absolutely first rate,
a classic in its field and
of its type, that it belongs up
there in the vanguard, in the forefront of such brilliant expressions.
(Though, we confess, we would
have liked it to be followed by a
balanced and consistent piece of
cleverness like, "a blot on the
college's escutcheon," which certainly has equal merit and historical authenticity. However, it is
not for us to reason why and so
forth and far be it from us to
criticize, though this is constructive not destructive criticism.)

top-drawe- r,

We are overjoyed to see a mewber of the academic community,
which has been barren ground

-

(Cont. on page

6,

Col. 4)
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"A Poorly Mounted

KENYON
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COLLEGIAN

PAGE

Four New Courses Rck And
In German Dep 't.
I

DAME JUDITH SUCCEEDS
IN SPITE OF OBSTACLES
by Ted Walch
Actress Dame Judith Anderson
displays an incredible technical
facility and a commanding stage
presence as those who saw her in
Mount Vernon on April 4 will
testify. It is unfortunate, however, that she was presented to
her audience in such a poorly
mounted production, and with
such ineffectual assistance from
her supporting players. The costumes appeared to have been
borrowed from a high school
wardrobe and even though the
production staff was provided
with complete lighting equipment, the illuminations used were
too harsh and too white.

guises ranging from witch to fishwife; and although Miss Anderson used her body in a manner
which to many seemed blatant
and unnatural her characterization demanded such displays and,
in fact, was more compelling because of them. Those who did
not enjoy her cited an excessive
use of exposed armpits, violent
rubbing of the loins, and the tugging of the breasts as instances
of her poor histrionic taste. The
fallacy in this criticism is that
such roles as Medea demand an
overt use of the anatomy
and
they are perfectly consistent with
Dame Judith's interpretation of
her role. It would be impossible
for Medea to invoke her occult
goddesses, for instance, without
some elevated, prayerful gesture.
Medea is a woman caught in the
extremes of emotion and Miss Anderson properly gives the character an extra-huma- n
quality.

It would have been a more
enjoyable evening for all had the
abortion of Shakespear's Macbeth
mistitled "Lady Macbeth: A Study
in Tragic Character" been omitted.
Dame Judith's Lady Macbeth
lacked the strength it had displayed earlier on the "Hallmark
Hall of Fame," and William Roer-ick'- s
For forty-fiv- e
years Miss AnMacbeth had nothing to
consistently
performed
derson
has
offer in the way of helpful as- and with distinction in a perfectly
sistance.
valid and sensitive
theatrical
Medea '62 was quite a different style. In my opinion she has
matter. Here was the sexagenar- never compromised her sense of
at the good theater with what current
ian actress performing
peak of her power in a role es- dramatic fashions might dictate
pecially suited to her peculiar and because of this, she has maintalents. She would command the tained the highest sense of artistic
stage for periods of fifteen min- integrity. It was a pleasure to
utes or more, an accomplishment have her in Mount Vernon and it
belonging to a more colorful era is hoped that the Kenyon-Kno- x
of American theater. She inter- Theater Association will provide
preted Medea as a superhuman even better theatrical offerings in
woman who could assume various the future.

GOLDING, AUTHOR OF "LORD
OF THE FLIES'' TO APPEAR
by Joe Moore
Kenyon College will be confronted

by William Golding, touted

as "one of the most highly regarded of the younger British novelists,"
who will deliver the Second Larwill Lecture on his own work, on
Friday, April 27, at 8:00 in Philomathesian Hall. Mr. Golding's

importance is far greater than his relatively modest production of
four novels and one book of poems would indicate. One of the
novels, Lord of the Flies, is already considered by many a minor
Critics have heaped their praises on the bearded
masterpiece.
Britisher. The London Times literary supplement has hailed him
as "one of the very few contemporary novelists who seem capable
of producing a work of greatness rather than of talent."
Lord of the Flies
The first of these "works of
greatness" was an obscure volume
of poems published in 1935; the
second, Lord of the Flies (1954).
Lord of the Flies, a story of a
schoolboys
group of English
stranded on a deserted tropical
island and their attempts to establish their own civilization, received lukewarm reviews when it
was first published in this country in 1955. Since its publication
in paperback, however it has sold
48,000 copies and has been hailed
as a minor classic.

a
.a:;i;-i.:- -
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.OTHER NOVELS
Mr. Golding's second and third
novels, like Lord of the Flies also

The Inhave unusual settings.
heritors (1955) is set in a Neander-thal- l
Eden which is destroyed by
the invasion of the new race,
Homo sapiens.
Pincher Martin
(published in the U. S. at Two
Deaths of Christopher in 1957) is
set on a rock in the middle of the
Atlantic, but actually it isn't. It
is really set in the mind of the
hero who thinks he is on the rock,
but who instead is drowning.
"WORK OF GENIUS"
Free Fall (1958), his most recent
novel, is set inside another man's
mind. Mr. John W. Aldridge, the
American critic, tells us, "In this

.

Novelist

William

Golding

case it is the mind of a man who
is conducting an intellectual autopsy on his dead past in an
effort to determine at what point
and for what reason he committed the fatal act that cost him
his freedom and inescapably fixed
his course upon damnation."
Peter Green, writing in the
London Bookman, considers this
book "the work of indisputable
genius," and finds that "for moral
honesty and cosmic splendor of
vision it towers above most contemporary fiction."

ALL-KENY-

Four new courses in the German Department, one of them devoted entirely to the works of
Thomas Mann, headed the list of
new courses recently approved by
Kenyon's faculty.
The Mann course, planning "a
detailed examination
of some
half dozen novels by Germany's
foremost modern writer," will be
offered for one semester. As the
works read will be in translation,
the course is open to students
who have no knowledge of German.
Another more comprehensive
course for students with no
knowledge of German is German
ExLiterature in Translation.
tending for a full year, the course,
covering
major figures from
Goethe to Brecht, is not open to
students who have satisfied their
language requirement in German.
Two additional German courses,
one in concentrated intermediate
German, another in "intermediate
conversation" are planned.
The establishment of a basic
course in religion ("a survey
of the major religious systems of
the world, considered especially
in relation to the historical situation in which they developed, and
the political structure of the societies to which they belonged")
is also contemplated.
Reorganization of courses in the
art department and condensation
of those in the Spanish department was also approved.
(1--

2)

Enthusiastic Cast
EndingRehearsals
The

enthusiastic

cast

of An

putting
the finishing touches on their production to be presented next
week at the Hill Theater. Under
the careful directoral hand of
James Michael, the large cast
Italian Strow Hat

is busy

promises to give Kenyon audiences an engaging evening of topflight French farce.
Prominent in the cast of over
twenty is Hill Theater newcomer
Steve Goldenberg, whose Fadin-ar- d
already has a certain professional luster. Supporting Goldenberg are veterans John Waterston,
John Charles, and Cal Frost
remembered for their comic porPart I,
trayals in Henry IV
The Thirteen Clocks, and The
They
Misanthrope, respectively.
are ably assisted by Toby Lord,
Marsha Hamilton, Judy Albers,
Jeanne Shick, Bill Brooks, Hank
Webster, and Eli Renn, to mention a few. Adding musical and
dance footnotes to the evening
are choruses of a wedding party
and party guests featuring some
fresh feminine talent from Mount
Vernon High.
Labiche's An Italian Straw Hat
is an appropriate spring offering
for the dramatic club. The plot
is woven on the improbable, the
sets and costumes are colorful,
and the farcical gaiety often
breaks into songs and dances
reminiscent of Gilbert and Sulli- -

Straw Hat is a chase play involving the search of a bumbling
bridegroom for an Italian straw
hat, badly needed to save face
before his country wedding party.
His search takes him through the
parlors, shops, and bedrooms of
Paris and he encounters such
humour-ou- s
characters as a brazen army officer, a sweaty guardsman, an aging cuckold, an illbred
fop, and a giddy baroness.
An Italian Straw Hat will be
presented April 25, 26, 27, and 28
at the Hill Theater. Curtain time
is 8:30 p.m. Student tickets are
free but must be secured at the

box office between the hours of
1:30 and 3:30 p.m. on weekdays.
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Roll Renaissance!

TWIST BAND
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FOCAL POINT of a rock and roll renaissance, Rockin' Bill and his
Famous Untouchables continuing perfecting their musical guile.
Kenyon's first collegiate twist group now appears regulcrrly at
Mount Vernon's noted "Hui."
by Fred Kluge, Associate Editor
The blue light filtering through the fetid air of the back room
of Jo Jo's "Hut" came from what once had been a student's study
lamp, now equipped with blue bulb and muffled with silver foil
but you would never have known the difference. And the four
young men who, with sweaty brows and contorted faces, stood beneath it belting out such numbers as "Roll Over Beethoven and Tell
Tchaikovsky the News" were once Kenyon students . . . but you
would never have known it.
Now, on Saturday night, they ticing those "oldies but goodies"
Leonard's
Campell
were the members of a premier in North
rock and roll twist band, proudly Meeker lounge. The rest is hisheadlined in the Mount Vernon tory.
That night, in the neighboring
News for the week preceding as
lounge (where
"Rockin' Bill and his Famous Untouchables."
The room, perhaps the Untouchables have contracted
in size, was tightly packed, to appear on spring dance weektown and gown irretrievably end) Rockin' Bill performed to
mixed in a group effort mocking the delight of a packed room,
comparison with Judith Ander- belting along till a campus securThrough the ity officer "literally ripped the
son's appearance.
horn out of my mouth."
swinging veil of townie-studetorsos it was possible to discern,
The following Wednesday the
even recognize the features of group auditioned before local
four Kenyon men.
and pizza magnate Jo-J- o
GO, GO ROCKIN' BILL
Mazza, who awarded them
William J. Henninger, known their first contract on the basis
to the world outside as "Rockin' of only two songs.
Bill," veteran, in his 21 years, of
By last Saturday night, Jo Jo's
ten different bands, is the leader back room stripped of booths and
of the group. He reads for hon- stalls and other unnecessary furors in philosophy during his spare nishings, was ready for action.
time, but, leaving the definition By this weekend, the enthusiastic
of art and beauty to more serious Mazza, informed sources mainhours, was abandoning himself to tain, will have made still further
the Peppermint Twist, the notes alterations: tearing out a pizza
of his tenor sax struggling to oven, half a bar, and a refrigerapierce through shouts of encour- tor to almost double his resort's
agement ("Rockin' Bill is here to dancing space.
Go. go, Rockin' Bill!").
stay
NEXT COSHOCTON
To his right, fishbowl in hand,
Nor has Rockin' Bill, his sucstood the featured vocalist, Russel cess assured, remained idle. He
Dobson IV. In a style reminiscent contemplates
the purchase of
of Jerry Lee Lewis, Dobson, a black coats and black peg pants
ringlet of dark blonde hair fall- as uniforms, and is saving for a
ing over his undulating brow, his microphone, amplifiers, spotlights
every facial feature moving to and an electric bass. He continthe bleat of "What'd I Say?" ues practice sessions, extending
sings in a mild yet flippantly the group's repetory.
Still in
confident tone. And his confi- quiet moments he is sometimes
people
125
dence is justified.
heard to murmur, with distant
jammed into The Hut, aU of them eager look in eye, "And next Cocharge.
cover
50
cents
paying a
shocton. . . and someday (pause)
Behind Dobson, his face im- . . . Columbus."
passive, his hands in constant acAs we went to press, it was
tion, sits drummer Mike Nash, difficult to assess the implications
surrounded by Ray Jordan and of the Rock and Roll Renaissance
Brian Michaels on solo and rhy- that burst so suddenly upon the
thm guitars.
Knox County scene. That the
town-gow- n
problem might, in a
ROCK N' ROLL RENISSANCE
Rockin' Bill, as he shall hence- twisting union of the two, be
forth be known, a contract in forever obliterated did not seem
hand for every weekend at Jo Jo's remote.
terms the THE WAITRESSES DANCED
till commencement,
phenomenal success of his group
Obliteration might come to other
"a rock and roll renaissance." The quarters as well. One inquisitive
renaissance, he readily concedes, group, visiting Tony's (i.e. Anton's
Grill), found only a sparse crowd.
began modestly.
Art begins, it has been main- Even the waitresses were sometained, in the soul, and Rockin' times seen to dance to the tired
Bill's own catapult to fame em- strains of old Jolson hits such as
phasizes the maxim's truth. For "Pennies From Heaven."
Nor, it was evident, would camRockin' Bill found himself dateOne
less one Friday afternoon and, pus life remain immune.
campus poet was rum-one- d
e
with guitarist Ray Jordan, aband- (Cont. on page 5, Col. 3)
himself to the muse, prac-- 1
Delta-Tau-Del-
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Humphreys Hypothesizes:

STUDENT QUESTIONS WORTH
OF CIVIL DEFENSE SHELTERS
Before addressing himself directly to the evening's topic, Dr.
Kissinger last Monday cautioned
his audience that positive statements could not be attributed to
something which has not happened. Precisely this logic has
been applied to Civil Defense. If
the opponents and adversaries of
Civil Defense assume separate
planes of reference, they can produce rational arguments for their
cause. Presentation of a "truthful" report on CD is therefore
impossible. Any argument must
rely on discrimination of information an done's personal assumptions.
'HIDE 'N SEEK'
In attempting to give Americans adequate shelter protection,
the Kennedy Administration has
acted like a group of small children squabbling over the relative
merits of "Hide 'n Seek" or "Kick
the Can." Certainly, if any legislation is enacted, it must be
carried down smoothly from the
government to the people. Civil
Defense mobilization has ground
to a standstill in the mud of bickering and counter-proposals.

"This is a challenge of survival
the nation," said Reperesenta- tive Chet Holifield of California
Mr. Holifield, Chairman of the
At
powerful Joint Senate-Hous- e
omic Energy Committee, also
commented, "The response has to
be a national response, and the
only way to do that is to have
the federal government take the
responsibility for and integrated
method of she!
and
ters and survival. Meanwhile, the
Defense Department was publish
ing what promised to be one of
the year's best sellers, "Fallout
Protection, What to Know and
Do about a Nuclear Attack." Des
pite Mr. Hollineld's recommenda
tion, Secretary MacNamara writ
es, "Your state and local govern
ments have the operating respon
sibility for Civil Defense . . . civil
defense protection falls on the
states, and through them, on local
government units."
to

co-ordina-

ted

234 MISSILES
Having thus seen an unpleasant
side of democracy, we can ask
where the taxpayers' civil defense
dollars will go. Part of the funds
were spent on last year's survey
of buildings as possible shelters.
Yet, a greater portion of your tax
dollars will go into protection of
missle bases. "Hardening" of each
Titan silo costs twenty million
dollars. Since the President's
budget calls for 234 Atlas and
Titan missies combined, plus 1600
Boeing Minutemen, it is under
standable why MacNamara wants
To the
a local shelter program.
federal planners, "civil defense"
necessitates little consideration of
human beings.

Any national shelter program
would therefore require a great
deal of time. Steuart Pittman,
Administration director of civil
defense had this to say last August: "Despite the
implications that have been ascribed to Mr. Kennedy's statements, the truth is that when he
made his call for an increased
civil defense effort, he was talke
ing in terms of a
goal.
The President was not reacting to
the Berlin Crisis or any other aspect of the world situation." Pitt-ma- n
concluded on shelters by
saying, "I'm not going to get one."
crash-progra-

m

long-rang-

Neither, for that matter, does
General Eisenhower have a shelter, or does the mayor of San
Francisco, who said that in event
of attack on the Bay City, he
would sit calmly at his desk.

ARE SHELTERS VALUABLE?
Of what value are shelters as
a deterrent against war? As to
this question, President Kennedy
observed last May, "it cannot
The
deter a nuclear attack."
President, remember, is only an
and his military
knowledge must therefore rank
beneath that of General Lyman
Lemnitzer, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. "Any doubt in
the mind of potential enemy,"
said the General, "with respect to
deal us a decisive blow makes
less likely the prospect that he
will initiate a nuclear attack." If,
then, our silos are "hardened" and
our population sheltered, we become, as Dr. Kissinger said,
ex-Lieuten-

ant,

"in-vulerabl-

e."

Through Civil Defense we can
therefore expect to have a powerful deterrent. According to Secretary MacNamara, our deterrence exceeds the Russians' first
Brinksmanship
strike capacity.
can be the only conclusion of this
situation. If the government considers itself to be militarily superior, it will have few qualms about
'getting tough' and shaking the
iron fist. With national pride and
world prestige at stake, plus the
ability to destroy us, don't think
for a moment that the Communists will back down or be intimidated. If Civil Defense serves as
a deterrent, then it serves to increase the danger of nuclear
suicide by increasing unbearable
tension between East and West.

20, 1962

Communism the 'Inevitable
Dracula of the Bolsheviks

by Mr. Harry
ficials would not die (3) everyone
This is the last of a series of three political entrees
could emerge from his shelter Humphreys.
after a two or three week period
I am disturbed by the gorw-in- g Turkish village on the 4th of
and live happily ever after (4)
attack (spearheaded, obvious- July?) just doesn't make sense.
shelters can protect you from
ly,
by
instruemtns of the ultar-left- ) Detesting of the
blast and heat as well as fallout
concept is a rationalizathe renewal of
against
(5) survival of a nuclear war is
bewildered, hollow
extremism."
"Rightwing
the
for
tion
possible.
Such potential terrorist groups as "Liberal" (not the "classical" varIf the enemy uses the neutron Lincoln Rockwell and his neo-Na- iety who has fallen with Conserv(included atives into disrepute in the far
bomb or chemical warfare, you
"stormtroopers"
can throw all the Civil Defense within the "lunatic fringe" in out, atheistic quarters of the left
books out the window.
American politics) could con- these days) who subconsciously
ceivably become a serious matter looks forward to an omnipotent,
is
Protection"
In fact, "Fallout
if there is to be an attack, centralized State like that enand
a fraud and a hoax.
In the inon that visioned in Orwell's 1984 to fill
writes it should be concentrated
MacNamara
troduction,
of nonsensical thinking; but the void left by his rejection of
type
that the booklet was derived from
of
How to call anyone to the Right
independent
authorities.
right
dangerous
"a
Nixon
Richard
government
conducts
strange! The
THE MONSTER
this ac70
of all scientific research, and wing extremist," because
segment of our
Where does it lead? A modest
90
of this concerns the Defense tively growing
Why do not our felDepartment.
Scientific research political spectrum is attempting proposal!
includes nuclear testing and ex- by legal methods to shake the low Liberals substitute the energy now being used in the
periments with radiation.
What foundations of "New Deal
non classical
campaign; and in
compelled MacNamara to choose Welfare State
Liberalism," falsely imposed to the cause of freedom and true
an outside source?
a large extent under the ab- progress, join the battle against
The crime of Civil Defense is stract ideals of "democracy" and Dialectical materialism and the
its low valuation of human life. "equality," is the mark of an monster it has bred? A possible
Already we have seen how tax- ignorant, insecure, and intoler- escape from liberal "bankruptpayer's "civil defense" dollars are ant person.
To write off any- cy"? Perhaps? At least a start
building shelters not for people, one who sees some benefits to in the right direction!
but for missies. Proponets of be derived from referring to the
I can now state my hypothesis
shelters callously dismiss the experiences and wisdom of our
deaths of millions of Americans ancestors; who sees some advan- fully:
under the pretense of "some will tages in the free market
Cap"The United States and the
survive"(?). A memorandum by italist economic systems; who be- Allied forces of Freedom are now
the Civil Defense Division of the lieves it is the function of the at war with a terrible enemy, the
New York State Department of citizens to serve the state to a tyrannical nature of modern
Communism (the inevitable DraEducation reads as follows: "We limited extent rather than the cula of the Bolshevik
Revolution)
advise that children aged two to state controlling the life of the and the Soviet Union, in particueight make at least weekly trips individual; who believes in a lar. The enemy's expressed ultito gain world wide
to the shelter
in the case of rule of law rather than rule of mate end is by
any means poschildren five and under . . each ("New Frontiers") men as being domination
sible. Although the threat is
might be asked to bring a woolly somewhat of a "Fascist" or a primarily external, it is by no
toy from home. It would be very "dangerous
reactionary" is as means exclusively so. That part
comforting for him to hold in his equally bad and stupid as to assert of the International Communist
Conspiracy as established here in
arm, if he stays in the shelter that Dwight D. Eisenhower is a the United States,
is dedicated to
for a time."
Communist" when the facts and the detsruction of both our Government and our free institugood-sens- e
tell us otherwise!
DEFEATISM
tions."
School children forced to parti-pat- e
Let us conduct our political
ROBERT WELCH
in such a cruel psychological
But the militant campaign to arguments on this (or a reasonpreparation are thus conditioned
ably similar) hypothesis!
Only
to accept the possibility of a war discredit for the most part the
then can discussion of many conalrespectable
and patriotic,
whose consequences they couldmisguided, temporary political problems and
sometimes
n't imagine. How decent of their though
members
of
the
John Birch So- solutions be meaningful and not
parents to give them such a nice
(over
ciety
which
the frequenly mere empty words. Or, if there
world in which to grow up. In a
Robert
irrational
Welch
does not is a better basis for discussion,
recent survey on Youth, 83
of
let others put them forth in this
the young people interviewed by exercise, contrary to popular
newspaper.
opinion,
authoritarian
control;
but
The Saturday Evening Post felt
that a nuclear war would come rather, wherein, the local chap"SANE OR CRACKPOT"
in their lifetime.
Can any so- ters have assumed on their own
is my fervent hope that our
It
ciety progress and improve itself a great deal of constructive and (Liberal and Conservative) basic
if defeatism sterilize its ambition responsible autonomy) while, at
the same time, ignoring the blun- ends with regard to national seand drive?
curity are the same; that we only
dering hypocrisies and fallaciousHave Civil Defense officials ly dangerous reasoning of such differ in means and emphasis. If
considered the rest of the world's groups as the ADA and writers of our differences, human differpeoples? Are they to fall and die the socalled "liberal papers" does ences among men of integrity,
like diseased animals?
What not to me make good sense. An cannot be overcome, at least they
about the South? It is amazing open and responsible organized can be improved. The 1960's are
that Southern Congressmen havgroup, with sim- not destined to be the decade of
I feel
en's been passionate advocates of ilar objectives as those held by the failure and destruction.
Civil Defense. In event of attack, vast majority of Birchers, could sure we can resolve upon a rasegregation of all the South's be a tremendous aid in the pres- tional and realistic plan of nabomb shelters would prove to be ervation of our free Democratic tional action. At any rate, I hope
the final solution of the Negro traditional institutions and Amer- that the reader does not still feel,
problem.
ican ideas and ideals during these as some sources would have him
see, that the "liberal" position is
trying times.
BAYONETS?
"eminently sane," the "conservative" ridiculously "crack-pot!- "
Civil Defense perpetuates the
GOD, MOTHER, COUNTRY
most alarming political factor of
To hear a man being ridiculed
the arms race, the extension of
for
adhering to morally-righteougovernment
controls over the
if somewhat abstractpeople. According to Secretary time-testeFRONT - DOOR
MacNamara, "the placing of Civil ly definable, concepts of
(even 4th of
Defense responsibility under the
.
have you
Department of Defense should July patriotism .
facilitate a common effort to plan ever been alone in a remote
for emergency operations."
planning includes authority to be given to the National
GET YOUR
Guard so that civilian response
will be at a maximum.
If the
government decides to call a
n-wide
practice alert,
citizens will be forced off
AT
the streets at bayonet-poin- t
and
dragged into the shelters and jails
of the Garrison State.
by Mark Houser
"God-Mother-Countr-
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SHELTERS PROMOTE WAR
My conclusion that a thoroughgoing Civil Defense program
would promote rather than preSince
vent war is
our launching pads are invuler-ablthe logical targets for an
attack would be the industrial
centers of the United States, i.e.,
our cities. A protected citizenry
necessitates a greater concentration of bombs than one which is
unprotected.
The American Association for the Advancement of
Science expressed a belief which
I feel is particularly relevant:
"Any shelter program short of
one that places the nation's entire
population and industry permanently underground can be negated by a corresponding increase
in the attacker's power." There
is little rational contradictions to
the terrible fact that in event of
war, both sides would exhaust
their maximum destruction.
self-evide-

nt.

e,

To be effective, Civil Defense
must warn the population in time
so that people might be able to
take cover. Senator Stephen M.
Young of Ohio estimates that the
maximum warning given for an
approching ICBM would be ten
minutes. Could you drive from
downtown Chicago to your home
in ten minutes, especially if everyone else was trying to do the
same thing? By Defense Department estimates, the Russians have
five hundred submarines, any one
of which could surface a few
miles off the Atlantic or Pacific
coast and fire a missle. Considering that our major cities are on
or near the seaboard, could you
be warned in time?

NUCLEAR FALLICIES
To be effective, the government's shelter program must consider numerous embarrasing factors. "Fallout Protection, What to
Know and Do about Nuclear Attack" assumes several fallacies:
(1) the enemy's attack would be
only one
bomb per
city (all the CD data we have
has been gathered from relatively
small tests) (2) all the doctors,
policemen and Civil Defense of
five-megat-
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MEDIEVAL HUMANISM Soup and Starch
Speers Viewed
AND A SUNKEN SHIP
A large and enthusiastic crowd
Hall on
Philomathesian
filled

by Jeff Tullman

Initiating the first of three lectures on Humanism sponsored by
the Kenyon Christian Fellowship,
History Professor Baker delivered
a
cogent
and comprehensive
paper on "Humanism in the Middle Ages." Mr. Baker analyzed
its emergence during the 11th
1939.
and 12th Century into an individualism characterized by "The Dis"A MONUMENTAL EVENT"
left no covery of the World and of Man."
Since the Anglo-Saxon- s
paintings, cities, temples, docuDefining Humanism abstractments, or other residue of their ly
as "an attitude of conviction
cultural achievement, the discovof
the
divinity of man, based on
ery of such a rare and richly-lade- n
grave was a monumental human values and the acceptance
even in archaelogy, claimed Dr. of human limitations, which yield
Baker. "Its discovery made clear responsibility and tolerance," Prothat the magnificent descriptions fessor Baker employed
the defiin Beowulf of the life of a king
to
nition
hudemonstrate
that
. could no longer
be dismissed
.
did have roots enor folk manism
as poetic exaggeration
memories of an old age of gold trenched in the Middle Ages. In
came to citing one author who compared
before the Anglo-Saxon- s
England," she added.
the Humanism of the Middle
Doctor Baker's presentation was Ages to that of the Renaissance,
accompanied by slides of artiBaker observed the difference
facts found aboard the ship:
shields, swords, a ceremonial was mainly one of degree. "The
whetstone, helmet; and many of Middle Ages were less dark and
the discoveries were ornately, less static . . . the Renaissance
even gaudily adorned with gold less bright and less dynamic than
had been supposed."
and garnet.
Yet, while confirming the exIn the absence of clear evias to istence of at least a
dence, debate continues
in the Middle Ages, Professor
whether the ship and its cargo
represent a Christian or pagan Baker did not interpret the
burial. The possibility also exists, Italian Renaissance as a mere
noted Mrs. Baker, that the Sut- outgrowth of the Middle Ages.
ton Hoo ship represents, (like The Humanism of the Middle
Beowulf) a synthesis of the two Ages absorbed the Roman and
cultures. Included in what first Greek past, all knowledge serving
seemed to be a magnificently pag- as "grist for the mill of philosoan burial, were some definitely phy." The Italian Renaissance, in
Christian products, among them contrast, recognized that its age
spoons labeled in Greek, "Saul" was different from all others, and
emphasized qualities fundamenand "Paul."
tally earthly, rather than those
"DARK BARBARIC . . ."
basically heavenly.
In an age previously labeled,
In concluding his discussion,
somewhat glibly as "dark" "barbaric," "backward" and "stag- Prof. Baker acknowledged that
nant," Sutton Hoo reveals a bril- there still remains today an "enliant material culture and active tire spectrum of opinion" con"world of voyaging, trading and cerning the existence of Humanexchange," declared Prof. Baker, ism in the Middle Ages. Eviconcluding "It is too simple a dence has been submitted on all
reminder that when historians sides, yet the question remains
label an age as dark, they are moot.
admitting their ignorance about
the period, not necessarily describing the character of the age." Mayher . . .
Monday evening April 8 to hear
and see Dr. Marilyn Baker's
clearly illustrated, lucid lecture
on one of the major archaeological discoveries of our time: an
Anglo-Saxo- n
burial ship excavated at Sutton Hoo, England, in

.

Proto-Human-is- m

In the coffee shop afterward
members of the lecture crowd
were heard to speculate, more
than once, that a college wary of
the inclusion of women in its
faculty did well to admit them
to its lecture series. In Dr. Baker's case, the experiment was a
success and warrants further

(Cont. from page 7, Col. 3)

the first Gambier
in any sport in nine
years, and is believed to be the
first Lord swimmer ever to win
national acclaim. Soccer player
Willard Ferguson was Kenyon's
His brilliant
last
work as goalie in 1953 placed him
g
national team.
on the
Mayher

All-Americ-

is

an

All-Americ-

an.

first-strin-

Kenyon Cadets Cop Highest
Honors At National Meet
Kenyon College AFROTC

Cad-

ets achieved
highest National local citizens. They are currently
Honors at the Arnold Air Society conducting a swimming course

National Conclave in Los Angeles for six Knox County handicapped
children and have played a large
April 13.
role in organizing and preparing
The Cadets, members of the for the Mount Vernon Safety Day
Robert Bowen Brown Jr. Arnold program to be proclaimed by
Air Society Squadron at Kenyon, Mayor Bennington for 28 April
were recipients of the two top 1962.
This latter project is a
National awards, the Maryland joint effort in cooperation with
Cup for being designated the out- the Mount Vernon Junior Chamstanding squadron in the nation ber of Commerce.
and the Eagle Award in national
The Kenyon AFROTC unit was
recognition for outstanding Com- represented
at the conclave by
munity Service. The Arnold Air Cadet
Lieutenant Colonel Joseph
Society organization is represenR. Sapere, who is to be commisted in 150 American colleges and
a
sioned
Second
Lieutenant
universities offering AFROTC.
United States Air Force in June
The Kenyon Squadron began of this year, and Cadet Captain
this year by offering first aid Nathan D. Woodberry a junior
courses to over 100 interested
(Cont. on page 6, Col. 1)

Wabash's We I liver Displays
Glimpse of Flabby Humanism

Dull, Mediocre

by Perrin Radley
Not many people went to hear
Mr. Klaus Speer, Sunday, April
8, at the Church of the Holy
Spirit; undoubtedly, it was too
fine an afternoon.
The concert
began at four o'clock, and by five
Mr. Speer was probably wishing
we hadn't showed up either. Yes,
it was a typical collegiate musical
event, mediocre, dull. It was a
misfortune for him, because he
played poorly; and a misfortune
for us
because it was so beautiful outside.
Mr. Speer took into consideration the limitations of our Chapel
organ and didn't play any large
Bach works; neither did he play
any Franck, Widor or Alain.
Everything was suited to our instrument; and several times he
used some novel and piquant
registrations.
It was a program of some subtlety. For those who kept awake,
it was easy to see that he wanted
to show us the close similarity of
Bach's early setting of "By the
Waters of Babylon" to the whole
school of French organ composition typified by the "Cormhorne
en taille" by Jean-AdaGuilain;
that the tremulo effect in the
famous "Toccata in D major" for
harpsichord
by Bach, had its
origin in several works by Buxte-hudnotably in the "Prelude"
of his played on the program; and
that Hindemith was greatly influenced by Buxtehude: in his use
of those terminal chords with
which he invariably ends his organ sonatas, and in several bravura figurations. (This was obvious
from the composition by Kent
Kennan, written in 1952, and
completely inspired by Hindemith.)
m

e,

FLABBY AND VAPID
The examples of contemporary
music (which he played with care
and attention) were, it is sad to
relate, flabbily constructed, vapid
musically, and impoverished intellectually.
The Kennan work,
as was said, was inspired by
Hindemith. This is not to imply
that it was done in an artful or
clever way; far from it. The
in the composition
Hindemith
stood out as definitely as the
white mass of starch which is
characteristically found floating
in Wan Tun soup.
But what does one say about
Clearly he did
the performance?
not have the technique for the
Bach "Prelude and Fugue in D
major"; the Buxtehude was performed well enough in something
after the manner of Alf Linder.
He did best in the contemporary
works, which he had carefully
prepared.
The reason why he fumbled so
disastrously
in the Bach was
that he took it much too fast; no
one can play it that fast.
More promising is the forthcoming appearance of the famed
Duo Doktor Menuhin on April
30th.

by Al Vogeler
Through the auspices of the
Kenyon Christian Fellowship, the
second in a series of three lectures on humanism was presented
Sunday evening in Peirce Hall
lounge by Mr. Warman Welliver
of Wabash College. Although the
doctor made a few interesting
points in his lecture, his efforts at
enlightening his audiences were
rather disappointing to anyone
who expected more than a mere
glimpse of humanism and the

Italian Renaissance. Relying
heavily on Kristeller's Renais-

sance Philosophy of Man, Mr.
Welliver claimed that the term
"humanism" has lost its exact
meaning because of constantly
inaccurate and ambiguous interpretations of the movement. Confidently at first, he cited the philosophy of Hegel to support his
statement. Hegel, he claimed, redefined fifteenth century Italian
humanism as centering on man
instead of God. The greying
speaker faltered, however, as he
recalled that in his audience was
an authority on Hegel, Professor
Aldrich. Welliver then nervously
effected a delicate retreat from
the subject, one with which he
was obviously not at home.
Quickly changing his course, he
redefined humanism as "the program of the Italian humanists
who had a preference for classical antiquity."
After neatly polishing off humanism and rearranging himself
in his chair, the lecturer solemnly lurched into the second part
of his speech; he there discussed
the Italian humanists themselves.
"The humanists," he stated, "fall
into three categories; the teachers
of the secondary schools, secretaries to princes or city governments,
and a not very large but important group, the amatives, who fall
into two groups
the wealthy,
who could afford to devote themselves entirely to learning, and
the businessmen, who in spite of
their financial interests still pursued learning."
After such a
meticulous dividing and categorizing, Mr. Welliver mentioned not
another word of his several different orders. The audience was
not allowed the satisfaction of
knowing the importance of, or
dogmatic differences between, the
groups which had been deemed
so important and so distinct as to
be separated into individual categories. He then continued, proclaiming that to one of these
groups, or to all, we owe the
"salvation of nearly all of Greek
literature," an assertion later
Mr.
questioned by Jim Carr.
Welliver did manage at this point
however, to observe quite correctly that "Humanism's preference for classical antiquity represents the first imaginative
of the past purely for the
reen-actme-

sake of understanding the period."
In the last part of his talk, Mr.
Welliver, ocasionally peering over
his notes at his listeners, explained that the humanists represented only one of the three
main currents of thought prevailing
in Renaissance
Italy;
"thus we know that humanist
thought was not necessarily the
predominant one." The audience
was soon told that the other two
intellectual groupings were the
Scholastics and the Platonists.
After hazily relating the latter to
the humanists with the term
the Wabash lecturer spent the rest of his time
discussing Plato's followers in
the late fifteenth century. During
the subsequent question period,
Professor Aldrich, Mr. Solomon,
and Professor Baker pointed out
to the guest speaker that Hegel
had not, as he had previously
claimed, completely rejected
in Italian Renaissance
Humanism, but that humanism,
like any pattern of thought centering on the improvement of
man, leans towards theism and
not toward complete rejection of
God.
After the faculty had
taught the speaker at least as
much as he had taught the listeners, the group adjourned, allowing the Peirce Hall lounge to enjoy once again the silence of the
night.
"half-brother-

,"

"di-vinta-
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and Individual freedom."
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Cont. from page 7, Col. 5)

Purdue, tagged first and second,
respectively.
Slade, whose 528 points and 322
rebounds gave him claim to his
third O.C. scoring and rebounding trophies, has already received
the Packer contract which he intends to sign. No bonus was
offered.
draftees were Don Nelson
third; 4, Cornell Green (Utah
State); 5. Bill Hansen (Washington);
6. Jack Arden (Tulane); 7, Larry Purci-fu- l
(Kentucky); 8, Carroll Broussard
(Texas A & M); 9, Peter Campbell
(Princeton); 11. Norman Majors
12. Mel Nowell. (Ohio State);
13. Tom Kennedy (Lewis College, 111.),
and Bob Mahland (Williams).
Other

(Iowa),

(Rock-hurst-

);
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on a novel campus
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(Cont. from page

HISTORICAL PLURALISM
Instead Mattingly presented the
category he preferred: "Pluralism." Pluralism is the label for
all the commonplaces of what
Eric Voeglin calls late liberal
bourgeois historicism. Heredity
and environment are both important; economic, social, religious,
geographic, psychological, etc., etc.,
factors all play a part in causing
are imevents; unpredictables
portant too. The list can be found
in the preface of any introductory level text book.
HISTORY'S HARDWARE
Mattingly did have some new
terms. Taking the metaphor from
electronics he called environment
the "hardware" of history, motivating values the "program," and
erratic variables the
Mattingly illustrated the importance of the hardware with excenamples from the mid-15t- h
tury technological breakthrough.
This was the most vivid and en
gaging point of the lecture. For
a moment it seemed as if he were
about to proceed to something
like an interpretation when he
remarked on the curious simul
taneity of three revolutionary dis
coveries between 1440 and 1460.
But he steadfastly refused to do
more than note it, even when
pressed by Dr. Fink during the
question period.
The lecture concluded with a
striking example of the effects of
the unpredictable factors in history. H. A. L. Fisher could not
have done better than the apparently chance devolution of the
Spanish Empire to Charles of
Ghent.
"X-facto-

r."

1,

Finally, there was the not unusual plea for a new program to
fit the
hardware, and
the customary neglect to present
such a program.
It can be quite rightly maintained that the historian should
not be expected to do more than
analyze and portray the hardware and the program of the
past. However, to call such an
analysis and portrayal an "interpretation of history" is to
stretch the term a bit.
INTERPRETATION
Surely each of the four schools
of historical interpretation mentioned at the lecture's outset
would accept Mattingly's description of events, with perhaps, in
some cases, minor changes of emphasis. But they would not call
it an "interpretation of history."
A respectable Cyclicalist or Marxist or Christian historian would
take seriously the distinction between material and efficient caus
es on the one hand, and formal
and final causes on the other.
Each would point out that Mattingly had merely offered some
credible material and efficient
causes of historical events. That
is good academic history. But it
is no more than academic history:
it is a sophisticated "how," not a
"why." If the lecturer meant
that the "how" exhausts the
"why," that there is no final cause
of history, he did not say so. As
it was, Professor Mattingly left
many in the audience wishing
that he had restricted his sallies
outside the realm of academic
history to the writing of novels.
rn

Sigma Pi Leads Intramural Pack
TWIST BAND
(Cont. from page 3, Col. 5)

eys to Alliance, O. tomorrow for
a triangular meet with host Mt.
Union and Denison. At the time
of this writing, the Lords' chances
were seriously impaired by ailing
l,
sprinters Dave Shevitz, Phil
Al Pettibone and Bill
Sweeney. Coach Don White underscored the importance of these
men in the success or failure of
the team in the future meets.
Bis-sel-

ain

440-yar-

47-fe- et

880-yar-

81-4-

6.

cross-countr-

two-mil-

d.

LACROSSE DROPS FIRST 2

Defeated in its first two conference outings, the Kenyon lacrosse team will host Denison tomorrow in Benson Bowl. The
Redman, defending O. C. champions, boast a 1 record to date.
They lost to Syracuse on a recent
Eastern tour.
While remorsing the loss of
standout captain Hutch Hodgson
and six other seniors through
graduation, Dubiel feels the team
has improved because of the exKENYON CADETS
perience acquired by some sophomores, and the addition of the
COP HONORS
d
newcomer Bill
(Cont. from page 5, Col. 2)
Hyleton, a freshman attackman.
Kenyon.
at
These cadets are the
The overwhelming loss to WesCommander and the Commander
leyan provided few thrills for
elect of the local Arnold Air SoLord fans. Hampered by the loss
ciety Squadron.
of
John
Hobrock
through an ankle injury, and 27
The Kenyon faculty adviser to
penalties, Kenyon was unable to
the Arnold Air Society is Captain
get rolling. The Battling Bishops
H. Dale Sommers, Jr., Commandled at the end of the first quarter
ant of Cadets for the Kenyon
and held a 10-- 1 half-tim- e
AFROTC. Captain Sommers is
advantage.
Both Lord goals were
also a member of the board of
scored by senior Bill Allen, with
directors of the Mount Vernon
Hylton making both assists.
Jaycees.
In its first game of the season,
Lieutenant Colonel Robert E.
Kenyon lost thoroughly to CoGeorges, Kenyon AFROTC delumbus Lacrosse Club, 12-April
tachment Commander, expressed
7 in Gambier.
Former Lord
great pride in and praise for the
Don Peppers sparked
Kenyon
of the
achievements
the Columbus attack with dazzlCadets as indicative of the kind
ing footwork and aggresive pass-worof Air Force officers coming from
The first and only Lord
the College.
victory came over Pittsburgh La13-A new periodical has been born: The Kenyon Republican.
Its crosse Club,Mid-We- April 8, in Bensophomore
contributors, members of the Kenyon College Young Republicans son. All
Club, deserves the same praise the Washington Post extended to Chuck Verdery gathered seven
goals and had two assists. Hylton
Turn Towards Peace: "they're alive."
The editors of the Kenyon Collegian welcome all constructive scored three times and made four
displays of enthusiasm, all reminders that Kenyon College is an assists. Steve Fischman registered
four goals, one assist.
"intellectual oasis."
ored turning from the likes of
Hika to the likes of Jo-JHis
first lyric effort, still somewhat
on the arty side, but not without
rhythmic promise, begins:
"Ali Baba an' the forty thieves
Wildes' story you ever see . . .
He don' write and he don' read
He just say 'Open Sesame."
o.

3--

highly-regarde-

co-capt-

ain

100-yar-

75-y-

d.

d.

75-y-

(Cont. from page 2, Col.

hitherto, appealing only to those
specialists in our society who collect esoterica like "dissociation of
sensibility" and so on, jumping
with both feet into the swim of
Usually the academic
t.hines.
community, all those bookworms
and eggheads, give us pretty barren ground to deal with and are
always sort of pussyfooting
if you know what we
mean, with words. Mr. Lund, instead of hiding his talent under
a bushel and grouping around and
torturing the mother tongue of
the good old U.S. and A., has
come out squarely with the right
phrase, one of the good old, time-teste-

the mouths of coaches and

ath-

letes. Such glories as "You only
get out of sports what you put
into them," make our hearts
swell with pride. If it's not gilding the lily, we can even imagine
some locker room signs, beginning with "When the going gets
tough, the tough get going," and
proceeding on down to the admonitory "Games aren't won on

nd,

Perhaps

the rubbing table."

7--

0,

d.

d.

phras-

It was music to our ears. We
needed a man of prominence like
Mr. Lund to endorse our side.
Since the retirement of General
Eisenhower (a nonpareil in the
field) we have had a dearth of
such men who can roundly cast a
brilliant cliche without lifting an
eye from their Westerns. We are
now confident of an upswing
Athletics is the department that
really counts, that really swings
the old weight, if you know what
we mean. Besides it's a paradise, a delight, a veritable spawning and nurturing ground for the
stock in trade of our group. We
used to have to be content with
such feeble efforts as, "It's going
to be a building year." Now, now
we shall be able to read and hear
those magnificent and ringing
words that issue like a flood from

es.

time-honore-

d,

Student Peace Union Declares Aims
agreement

until an ironclad

The following statement expresses the policy of the Kenyon
chapter of the Student Peace
Union. We hope by this statement to clarify some of the misconceptions which some Kenyon
students apparently hold about
our organization.
The Student Peace Union is
composed of young people who
believe that war can no longer
be successfully used to settle international disputes. The power
of nuclear weapons and the lack
of a certain defense against them
makes it imperative
that we
achieve a workable solution to
the cold war. Because there can
be no peace in a world in which
one group of men exploits another we necessarily work toward
a situation in which all men will
live not only in peace but in freedom.
Without committing any
member to a precise statement of
policy, the SPU enlists young
people to study alternatives to
war and engage in education and
action to end the present arms
race.
POINTS FOR PEACE
So far the two major powers
have accomplished little toward
achieving peace because they
have been following the basically
erroneous policy of doing nothing

il-lumin-

long-rang-
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reached. We feel that a successful policy would involve one side
taking certain initiatives in order
to provoke a constructive response
from the other. As examples of
what we mean, we urge our government to take any or all of the
following steps: 1) not to resume
atmospheric testing at this time;
2) to withdraw missile bases from
Greece or Turkey whose vulnerability to attack makes them useless except for a first strike, thereby proclaiming willingness to use
nuclear capacity only for defensive purposes; 3) to negotiate for
an agreement involving mutual
disengagement in Central Europe:
4) to continue
to support the
Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, Food for Peace, and purchase of UN Bonds. 5) to limit
to their present number the
countries that possess nuclear
weapons; 6) to end the present
civil defense program which prepares the American people psychologically for war without protecting them from the immediate
e
or
effects of such a
of
war. The
implementation
these policies could result in a
Turn Toward Peace that would
make it possible to achieve results on more substantive issues.

5,
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The People's Bank

a

few more could be added by some
close observers of the Kenyon
scene, some expressions which
may achieve a wide celebrity. We
would suggest something like,
"The race for space was lost in
Benson Bowl," or, to improve a
adage, "Great poets
d
don't win ball games."
But, all in all, to the faculty,
students, trustees, alumni, and administration of Kenyon College,
for its increasing the athletic
budget and dumping academics,
for increasing the euphemistically
named (if you know what we
mean) grants-in-aiand for introducing that bold new approach
to education, the athletic scholarship, coupled with recruiting, the
Society for the Preservation of
Glittering Cliches would like to
express our committee support
(we're right behind you, if you
know what we mean) with a
sound and solid "well done!"
With some misgivings,
George J. Grella
(For the Society)

d,

eternal verity type
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With eight of the 12 intramural
sports completed, last year's Stiles Trophy winner Sigma Pi is
still in front of the pack. In second place and closing in fast is
Delta Tau Delta. The Middle
points
Leonard boys gained 49
on the leaders in the last four
sports, "A" and "B" basketball,
swimming, and foul shooting.
Beta Theta Pi holds rown third
place.
Middle Leonard's "A" basket-ba- l
lteam finished first with a
perfect record. Doug Hill was
their scoring leader and also top
point producer in the league. East
Division was second in "A" and
fourth in "B" competition, while
the Betas finished third in "A"
and first in "B."
The Betas also copped swimming honors. Five meet records
were shattered, two by Middle
Kenyon's John Warnke in the
d
individual medley and the
breaststroke.
The other
newmarks were set in the 100-yfreestyle relay by East Wing;
butterfly by Delt Bill
the
Gill, and the 100-ymedley relay by South Leonard.
The unofficial results of ping
pong have George Gallaghan and
Bob Cleveland of Delta Phi and
Dick Scheidenhelm of Sigma Pi
winners in doubles and singles,
respectively.
The Betas are defending soft-ba- ll
champions. Sigma Pi finished
second in that sport last Spring.

Games," Claims Kenyon Grad

a-rou-

In their first outdoor dual meet
of the season, the Lords were upset by a surprisingly formidable
Ohio Wesleyan contingent, 85
to 41, in a contest which saw five
new track records established. Two
of these were set by Kenyon, as
Jim Monell took the
mile run in 4:39.6 and senior Dana
d
"Guffy" Clarke captured the
jaunt in 51.1 seconds. Sophomore Steve Wallis broke a Lord
field record, heaving the shot
d
relay
even. The
team composed of Pettibone, Shevitz, Sweeney and Clarke copped
Kenyon's other first place with a
clocking of 1:31.9.
Last Saturday against Slippery
Rock (Pa.) State Teachers College
saw Kenyon finish on the short
Slippery Rock,
end again,
alleged to have one of the nation's
y
teams, domin
best
ated the distance events. Lord
Monell's third place in the mile
prevented a clean sweep by the
visitors of the 880-- , mile-- , and
e
hikes.
Clarke brought home the bacon
twice with firsts in the 220- - and
440-ydashes and he also anrelay
chored a winning 880-yteam of Sweeney, Pettibone, Jim
Mieure, and himself. Other Kenyon victors were Wallis in the
put, John Kerr in the pole vault
high
and John Cuff in the 120-yhurdles.
co-capt-
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"Great Poets Don't Win Ball

STARS

HOBBLE TO ALLIANCE
The Kenyon track team journ-
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WEISSMAN SUGGESTS HISTORIAN
RETURN TO WRITING OF NOVELS
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REPLY TO ROSENSTIEL

Phil Mayher Awaits
Ail-Ameri-

Yards and not feet, poor athletic facilities, NCAA football rules,
male enrollments, rising College Board
scores ... all this misses the central point of Mr. Richmond's and my
main argument, Mr. Rosenstiel. The issues that we are concerned
with amount to something more than such obvious trivia.
One
hundred and thirtyeight years alter its founding, Kenyon College is
fast approaching the crossroads between survival and extinction, and
Mr. Rosenstiel can see no farther than the length of a baseball bat.
"INEXCUSABLE ERRORS"
Mr. Rosenstiel, you note my "inexcusable"
error of mistaking
yards for feet regarding the proper area of a football field. Thank
you so much for the correction; your close observance of trifles is
Equally irresponsible is my reference to the
here acknowledged.
two platoon system which has, as you say, been outlawed for some
time in NCAA play; your quick eye for particulars is impressive.
You say we do not play Akron U. in football next Fall. You are
again right. Henceforth I will know not to rely on field house
personnel who offer such sports information.
You are also correct
in noting that there are four O.C. colleges with smaller male enrollments. If you remember, I said, "I hope we don't feel obligated
to compete on a par with the best of the O.C. teams." As a rule,
Hiram, Otterbein, Mt. Union and Heidelberg perennially have the
weaker teams in the league. Your mention of soaring College Board
scores at Kenyon in the last few years is no less impressive.
Not
only are College Board averages rising in better colleges and universities all over the country, but Admissions Director Tracy Scudder
has also stated more than once that these scores are not wholly
indicative of potential college performance and moreover, that they
are not the primary factor in admission to Kenyon. Class rank, we
are told, is the major determining factor. You accuse both Mr.
Richmond and me as saying that Kenyon athletes are stupid.
Neither explicitly nor implicitly was any such general claim made.
It would, however, be interesting to discover the true rationale
behind the admittance of some of our more accomplished athletes.
no Akron U. game, smaller

COLLEGIAN

Honors

can

Unofficial word has reached the
Collegian that senior Phil Mayher, who ended a spectacular
swim career at Kenyon not long
ago, has achieved
status in the 100- - and
d
backstroke events on the basis of
his times at the NCAA swimming
and diving championships at Ohio
State University, March
A letter to Dean Edwards from
G. Robert Mowerson, chairman of
the
selection committee, indicated that his committee was definitely considering
Mayher and strongly intimated
that
honors were
forthcoming
for the splendid
swimmer.
With a time of 56.0 seconds in
the 100-ybackstroke, Mayher
finished sixth behind winner L.
B. Schaeffer of OSU. In the 200,
his preliminary 2:04.3 clocking
was two tenths of a second over
qualifying time for the finals.
Schaeffer also won this event.
Mayher was ranked 14th for
the meet on the basis of his best
times submitted. They were 56.5
in the 100 and 2:05.0 in the 200;
both were Kenyon varsity records.
All-Americ-

an

200-yar-

30-3-

All-Americ-

1.

an

All-Americ-

an

d.

(Cont. on page

IMPORTANT ISSUES
The important issues that both Mr. Richmond and I dealt with
were matters of growing athletic consciousness and improvement
versus corresponding academic development.
It is unfortunate that
personal feelings were evidently hurt.
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Baseball Team to Face Oberlin
The Kenyon baseball team
heads north with a 3 season
record for Oberlin, where the
Yeomen and Lords clash in a
double-heade- r
tomorrow.
Kenyon suffered a disappointing 0 loss to Muskingum two
days ago in Gambier. No detail
was available at press time.

Junior Joe Adkins, the Circle-villO. phenom, hurled the
Lords to their second victory of
the young season with a brilliant

e,
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NETTERS SWITCH
RACKET GAME TO
OHIO
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B.-W-

overly-generou-
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Wednesday, Apr. 11. The burly
r,
who has rejected
major league offers, had a
going for eight innings, and
then was scathed for a single.
With one down in the 12th,
senior Pete Roche singled. One
out later, Adkins produced with
a single and Dudgeon reached
first on a fielding error. A walk
to Paul Niemeyer forced in the
winning run.
Kenyon split its second double-headof the campaign with the
Wooster Scots, Saturday, Apr. 14,
in Gambier. The Lords, behind
the parsimonious pitching of ace
Adkins, nailed down the first
game,
but dropped the second,
This outing Adkins was
raked for three hits.
Kenyon's runs came in the bottom of the seventh, with the
Lords down,
Hubie Hicks
doubled home Schladen, who had
walked, for the tying run.
k
singles by Roche and Curt
Cree scored Hicks for the deciding run.
Adkins, who is a good bet to
start against Oberlin, has allowed
only four earned runs in 28 innings and has fanned 31 in three
complete games.
His amazing
0.38 ERA last season was second
best in the O.C. Karl Herrmann
of Oberlin was top dog with a
0.29 ERA for 31 innings work.
Adkins hurled 46
innings and
fanned 68 to Herrmann's
17
whiffs.

llSlk

non-exista- nt

a-gai-

Wittenberg nine,

right-hande-

A youthful but talented Lord
golf squad entertains Denison today at the Mount Vernon Country
Club and travels to New Concord
tomorrow for a match with
Muskingum.
The Kenyon turfers started off
the season with a close
victory over Capital, Thursday,
Apr. 12 in Columbus. Freshman
Bob Legg, who matches ability
with desire, was medalist for the
day with a cool 75. Sophomore
Mike Phillips shot an 80, while
team captain George McElroy
fired 81.
On an afternoon better suited
for a football game, Kenyon competed against Ohio Wesleyan,
Akron U., and Baldwin-Wallac- e
in a quadrangular contest at Dela.,
ware, O. The Lords topped
16-but fell to the Bishops, 17
and to overall winner Akron,
14-Junior Tom Taylor posted
the best Lord score with an unimpressive 84.
Vz-6V-

effort

one-h- it
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a plucky

Golfers To Tee Off Redmen

"How can our private colleges win their economic battle and
thus continue to make their own unique contribution to the
If Kenyon's endowment were as enormous as some of our
education and development of our leaders of tomorrow?
eastern "competitors'," I would be among the first to applaud increased athletic attention. But we don't have that kind of money.
your financial help. Contribute
"Only with your support
We are presently walking
a financial
tightrope and there
now. . ."
there is no net underneath to catch us if we should fall. Our
$50,000 FUND DRIVE;
bank account has been overdrawn for many years; we are
$40,000 SPORTS DRIVE
currently operating in the red: the projected deficit for the 1961-6- 2
A college that must solicit contributions through the newspaper
fiscal year is some $84,880. At this tragic rate, how much longer medium must be in pretty bad shape. Yet we spend $40,000 a year
can the College hope to survive?
Even if it can, will we be forced to maintain the varsity sports program. This figure may seem low,
to accept mediocrity?
but it is only $10,000 less than our entire fund drive goal for 1962.
I concur with Dean Edwards that a Kenyon without an inter
VICTORY BELL KEEPS RINGING
Kenyon faculty salaries are high by Ohio collegiate standards; collegiate sports program would be undesirable "in a nebulous way
position, we must start to place certain items on the
only Oberlin tops our average salary of $8,668.
But when large But in our
Contrary to some
expendable list as a precautionary measure.
and opulent eastern universities such as Princeton (average salary
persons'
to
opinions,
head
list of dispen
would
athletics
have
that
$10,554) spread the dragnet for more and better professors, they
any other student
have a habit of getting their way. Money often speaks louder than sible, extraneous items. After all, athletics, like
as a privilege, a means of expressing out
loyalty; Kenyon has lost several
professors in recent diversification, exist only
doing the College no great service or
are
side
interests.
Athletes
years and more are likely to depart. Such great talent cannot be
lose. And it is even less likely that they alone attract
replaced overnight.
If we want to maintain a high level of in- favor, win or
top scholars to Gambier.
struction, faculty salaries must be raised substantially and soon.
More money must be urgently allocated for scholarships.
There are
TWO ALTERNATIVES
too many students here now who have been refused the financial
of the present is not quickly alleviated,
economic
situation
the
If
aid they deserve.
Instead, grant-in-ai- d
subsidies are kept fat for
two
for
exist: (1) Unable to keep and lure
the
future
alternatives
those students who keep the Victory Bell from getting rusty. While
Kenyon
top
professors
will necessarily dwindle into
students,
andor
our alleged academic competitors sift the country for acknowledged
typical Ohio Conference college, mediocre in all respects. (2)
scholars, we try to perpetuate our
sports reputation. the
fate would be extinction, and I do not think this is a
While these "competitors" are fast and furiously buying up scholars The worst
completely chimerical notion. The Ohio State University will open
s
with
scholarships, we are munificently opening our
a branch of its undergraduate school on the west side of Cleveland
purses wide for established and prospective athletes. Grants-in-ai- d
if you were to return to campus as a
are evil enough in themselves, but when they deprive some qualified next Fall. Is it possible that
Kenyon alumnus in 10 or 15 years that instead you would find the
student from just monetary deserts, they are beneath contempt.
It is generally agreed that all students are not being granted ad- (Gambier branch of OSU?
mission to the College "solely on the value of their academic achieveIf we hope to someday compete favorably with our "cousin"
ments and capacities," as Mr. Rosenstiel so erroneously claims. It colleges of the East, if we hope to someday really be the third best
is too hard to believe that in all instances scholastic achievements
men's college in the nation, then we must concentrate every cent
and aptitudes are given primary consideration.
Yale, Harvard, and sentiment on academic improvement.
If we intend to realize
and Princeton can afford financially and academically to replenish academic progress, we must be prepared to meet the problems of
their athletic departments year after year.
athletes are the future with positive proposals and sensible solutions. If we wish
usually swallowed up by an abundance of eggheads. No such mental to maintain our "fair" reputation, we must be willing to make the
monopoly exists here. As Mr. Rosenstiel so aptly states, "The necessary sacrifices in
areas.
number of
students has remained constant." Constantly
And it seems logical that football, our most expensive sport,
deficient.
should be the most dispensible item. Cheap or expensive, good or
"BATTLEGROUND"
bad teams, football is probably the sport which benefits the College
Entangled in its present precarious position, Kenyon College least. I reiterate here that I would hate to see any sport dissolved
cannot for a minute afford to remove its mind and money from for no good reason. But unless Santa Claus comes to Kenyon very
academic concerns. And the College is in tighter economic straits soon, unnecessary expenditures must be eliminated or at least
than it would like to have you believe; it will take a Houdini to drastically curtailed.
release us from our economic shackles. If you doubt this, you
TIME TO RECONSIDER
might consult the March 30 issue of the Cleveland Plain Dealer,
I
propose
a panacea for all our ailments; I am
no
to
am
one
which contains a
e
to
seeking
advertisement
contributions
the colleges affiliated with the Ohio Foundation of Independent Col- merely suggesting that money which is being spent in less strategic
leges, of which Kenyon is a member. The top half of the page features developments could be put to better, more constructive use if the
a photograph of Ascension Hall and environs, and in the foreground administration so desires. Everyone would like to see Kenyon imstand three of our own colleagues. Underneath you will find this prove in all fields; no one who is genuinely interested in progressive
And it is
caption: BATTLEGROUND. The purpose of the advertisement is education would care to see academics compromised.
explained below this caption:
the attitude such as the one Mr. Rosenstiel has expressed which
"The scene looks peaceful enough: the tranquil, treelined would find such a compromise inevitable. Mr. Rosenstiel suggests
campus of one of Ohio's private colleges. But the appearance that the value of the athletic program here "outweighs the unfavorable factors." While admiting to some undersirable features of athis deceiving.
"This college
is letics does not discuss their nature. If such "unfavorable factors" do
like most of Ohio's private colleges
their extent.
actually fighting for survival.
It is engaged in an economic exist, it is imperative that we now
Athletics are not yet out of all proportion at Kenyon. The
battle.
pendulum is just beginning its athletic movement.
"The cost of operations continues to rise:
. . the
need for -academic
new dormitories and laboratories and classrooms
and the It is now time to make the return swing before it's too late. T.F.B.
need for higher faculty salaries
continues to mount. But 'Figure source: the American Association of University Professors Bulletin,
there simply isn't enough money. .
summer 1960.
top-calib-
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The Lord tennis team escaped
the dusty court of Werthimer
Field House just long enough to
succumb to Toledo, Thursday
Apr. 12, and to Ohio Wesleyan,
Saturday, Apr. 14. Two matches
scheduled against Akron and Wittenberg, had been postponed by
the seeming inability of Kenyon's
maintenance department to push
a roller, before the young net-ter- s
got their chance.
Hosting Toledo, ranked high in
the
Conference,
Freshbreezed past the Lords
men Dave Thomas (second singles) and Dennis McKnew (sixth
singles) proved to be the only
Kenyon winners. Ohio Wesleyan,
possessing most of last year's
team and aided by the return of
Bill Poyst, Ohio Conference
champion two years ago, trounced
the Lords 0 in Gambier.
The Kenyon racqueteers played
Denison in a home contest Wednesday. The Lords won,
but
detailed results were unavailable
Lords travel to Athens to test a
formidable Ohio U. crew.
Mid-Americ-

an
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Slade Offered
N.B.A. Contract

full-pag-

re-evalu- ate

life-and-dea-

athletic-
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.

.
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captain of
Jeff Slade, six-si- x
Kenyon's 1961-6- 2 basketball team
and winner of the Mike Gregory
Memorial Award as the Ohio
most outstanding
Conference's
eager, has been drafted by the
Chicago Packers of National Basketball Association.
Probably the most talented
player to ever wear a Kenyon
cage jersey, Slade was selected
10th of the 14 chosen by the professional club. Heading the list
Billy McGill
were
of Utah and Terry Dischinger of
All-America-

ns

Cont. on page

5,
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Danforths, Wilsons

Kenyon Bombs At Flying Tourney;

(Cont. from page

Mr. Rosenstiel Does Not Quite
Heintz, Fleming Drop Sandbags
Concur With Our Mr. Black Kenyon fliers Paul Heintz and sand into the middle of a
100-f- t.

(Cont. from page 2, Col.

S)

These facts clearly indicate the
SPORTS PROMOTION
increasing level of academic exsuggestion of promotion of
The
body.
In
cellence of the student
is
in the
ridiculous
addition, each class has attained sports
its predicted grade average by the supreme. It reveals a complete
lack of knowledge of athletics to
end of its senior year.
even dream of such a statement.
The major academic improve- Sports promotion has a definite
ment has come in the caliber of meaning among colleges in the
middle-groun- d
students. The num- United States, and is easily recogstudents has re- nizable whenever it is present.
ber of
mained constant.
When comparing Kenyon's sports
The admissions board strives program to any college in the
for a class which has national country which promotes sports it
representation and is obvious that Kenyon does not
ability. This is in ac- meet a single criterion for justifycord with the administrative de- ing the application of the term
college of "promotion" to any area of its
sire for an
Kenyon very plainly
high academic caliber. It has be- program.
come increasingly apparent to the presents no "image" whatsoever
admissions boards of most col to the general college sports pubtype of lic, nor is there any indication
leges that the
student is fast disappearing. We that the college desires such an
now have a greater percentage of image, since if it did, such an
specialists, which means that the image could have been attained
student body as a whole must be with ease in a matter of three to
considered when speaking of all four years.
around ability.
NO FREE RIDERS
top-flig- ht

cross-section- al
all-arou-

nd

all-arou-

nd

all-arou-

circle. Kenyon came in third in
the meet, winning the Safety
Trophy, awarded for "outstanding team safety performance."
The Kenyon Flyers, now boasting eight very active members
and their cream and orange Aer-onc- a
7AC, are already looking
forward to the next meet in the
Fall.

NOTE
The anonymous donor whose
gift of $100,000 for the construction of a new freshman dormitory
was announced in the last issue
of this paper is trustee George
Gund, the Collegian learned to- day. Mr. Gund is chairman ofj
the board of the Cleveland Trust,
Company.
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ONLY ACADEMICS
One member of the admissions
board has flatly stated that in no
case is a student ever accepted at
Kenyon unless he meets the academic requirements recognized as
necessary for graduation. Further,
all students are accepted solely
on the value of their academic
achievements and capacities. Only
in cases of similar academic abil
ity do other talents become a
deciding factor for admission. Mr.
Black fails to illuminate this fact,
an unjustifiable omission on his
part.
3.0 BALL PLAYERS
who play varsity
Students
sports compare favorably as a
group with the
aver
age.
The academic burden has
been increased in proportion with
ability, and athletic improvement
has come only at this time. Grade
averages of nearly all athletic
teams are equal to or better than
average: four years
the
ago the grade average of fall and
winter varsity athletes was a
three point. In a survey taken
several years ago by Professor
Haywood, the only identifiable
group on campus that consistently attained a level higher than
predicted was the football team.
This enables one to disregard any
argument against athletes themselves as being detrimental to the
college's academic standing.
Is,
then, the athletic program, itself,
Or is it possible
detrimental?
that its value outweighs the unfavorable factors, no matter what
they might be?
all-colle-

all-colle-

Tom Fleming on Saturday, April
14, soared in a state wide Ohio
Intercollegiate Flying Association
meet at Zanesville Municipal Airport. Its Airborne Competitors
were Muskingum College host,
Ohio U., Ohio State, Bowling
Green U., Kent State U. Registration was followed by the first
landings. With
event, power-of- f
power off and using the normal
stall landing, it was necessary to
land as close as possible to a line
The
drawn across the runway.
second event was the power-o- n
wheel landing, the object still being to alight on the white line.
Later a bomb drop event highlighted the combat. A bombadier
in each plane tried to drop from
a 200 ft. elevation a 2 lb. bag of

1,

In addition.
Senior Harvey Lodish, majoring in chemistry and mathematics, received a Rockefeller Institute .Fellowship ..for ..graduate
study there. ..Only one other such
fellowship has ever been awarded
a Kenyon Student.
James G. Carr, whose major is
English, was given a Max Kade
Germanistic Society Fellowship.
Those who win this award, which
is sponsored by the Institute of
International Education, are given the opportunity to study for
one year at the German university of their choice.

ge

ge

NO ONE MUST PLAY
First, consider Mr. Black's accusation against the money spent
for athletics. Mr. Black suggests
the expenditure is high, if not
actually wasteful, in respect to
academic needs. Other colleges
of similar over-a- ll
standing
those colleges with which Kenyon
competes for students and academic rating
such as Hamilton, Wesleyan, Williams, Oberlin,
Amherst, and Haverford, all spend
more money on athletics, although their expenditures are in
the same general range as
Ten varsity sports are
sponsored by the college, which
divides the expenditure per sport
to a bare minimum ($2,000). The
policy toward athletics is to provide as wide a range of sports as
is possible, compatible with the
desire of students to participate.
No one must play, and no pressure is placed in any area, either
upon a student to play or a team
to win. It is simply a case of
opportunity correlating to desire.
Ken-yon'-

s.

It is also true that Kenyon has
no such organization as a "nationwide network" of recruiting. This
is ludicrous.
In the first place
under the present system, Ken
yon is completely incapable of
competing with other colleges for
athletes. Grants-in-ai- d
are far too small ($1,000 is about
the maximum, less than half of
yearly college expenses), as com
pared with what is called a free
ride (room, board, books, tuition
and all other fees, plus approximately $17 per month laundry
expenses) given to athletes at
other schools.
One or two winning seasons in
a sport is not an indication of
either promotion or recruiting.
One need only to consider the
caliber of the coaching to recog
nize one reason why Kenyon's
teams should show improvement
Though we have a small and
over-taxe- d
coaching staff (5 coach
es, 10 sports) it ranks in competence with any in the Ohio
Conference and other small colleges.
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COLLEGE WITHOUT
FOOTBALL
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top-flig- ht

If Kenyon were simply to drop
varsity athletics, or even drop
football (a men's college without
football?), lacrosse and soccer,
what good would be done? Surely, all applications from
students desiring to play any
varsity sport would be eliminated.
A student would simply apply to
a college of comparable stature
that offered what he desired. Mr.
Black, then, seems to be suggesting a wide-scal- e
alteration in
point of view by the college, and
a radical change in the
make-u- p
of the college. Approximately 25 athletes were asked if
they would have applied to Kenyon without any chance of playing a varsity sport. Every answer was the same
"No." They
all could and would have gone
elsewhere. Perhaps it would be
wise for Mr. Black and others to
realize that a large number of
people regard the role of athletics
in their lives as a rewarding and
invaluable experience.
Why is it that 50
of Kenyon
Klan alumni contributed to the
latest fund drive, whereas only a
little over 20 of the total alumni
contributed? Surely it is not because former athletes make more
money than
A much
better reason is that those who
have participated for the college
have a stronger sense of identification with the college, and a
greater concern for its future.
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THE SOCK THAT STAYS UP AS LATE AS YOU DO
ADLER introduces the

Tel: tovou

the new cH
Shape-U-

6
p

r

cotton sock. Nothing ever gets it down.
a white sock that
'ittle brther USed to" Pictured, the Alpine with
leg.
ww.
3 $1.00
ADltR COMPANY, CINCINNATI 14, OHIO
good-tempere-
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d

reinfrced with nylon, it's
THE

s.

James W. Rosenstiel '62

ADLER'S

good-temper-

ed

Alpine available at

THE RUDIN CO., LEMASTFR'c
ai-.- i
itM ASTER S, WORLEY'S,
r-- w.
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Mount Vernon, Ohio

